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1. Visualizations of Training Data
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which two semantic entities have been matched in the two
documents, shown by orange-colored line.

In Figures 1 and 2, we visualize layouts of training samples from the US and ICDAR2015 datasets, respectively.

5. Spatial Analysis

2. Types of Spatial-Relationships

As pointed out in L692 of the main paper, we further
illustrate the quality of our layouts as compared to the baseline probabilistic model by performing an additional minor
experiment (see Figure 11). We believe that this experiment
emphasizes (in addition to our quantitative evaluations, Table 1, 2 and 3 in the main paper), that our highly-variable
layouts better capture the full distribution of the training set.

Spatial-relationship encoders/decoders are the core component of our RvNN-VAE framework. In the main paper,
we present a figure (Figure 3 and 4) that illustrates the different types of spatial encoder/decoder pairs. The exact
algorithm that differentiates the different kinds of SREs is
demonstrated in Figure 3 here in the supplementary.

6. Augmentations using standard techniques

3. Our Generated Layouts

To further demonstrate the benefit of our generated layouts, we compare the detection and segmentation results
obtained using our generated layouts to those obtained using standard geometric and photometric augmentation techniques. In Figure 12, we illustrate a few such augmented
samples. In Figure 13, we show sample detection and segmentation results obtained by training Mask R-CNN on
ICDAR2015 with 5k probabilistic layouts as well as our
learned layouts.

In Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, we demonstrate many more
document-layouts generated by our framework, before and
after the optional post-processing steps discussed below.
We probabilistically perform a re-alignment step on
the data, as follows: For each document layout, the realignment step is performed with probability p = 0.5. The
re-alignment process is as follows. We identify groups of
elements whose left end is aligned, and slightly move them
horizontally (i.e., orthogonally to the alignment) to make
their centers vertically aligned. A similar process is carried for right-, top-, and bottom-aligned boxes. The realignment step (operating on elements co-aligned to the left,
re-aligning them to the center) is performed with probability 0.5 on layouts generated from the ICDAR2015 dataset
and with zero probability on layouts generated from the US
dataset, as we observed that user-solicited documents are
rarely center-aligned. We also add a randomized margin (015% in both horizontal and vertical directions).

7. Ablation Analysis
We perform an ablation study on the architecture of our
recursive network to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
approach. As a simple baseline, we use one generic encoder
(instead of the seven types of SREs in our architecture). The
relative position encoding is, however, still present in the
14D relative position vector. With this setting, the training
does not converge. We therefore consider a more sophisticated model Model-4 that contains only four SREs, by combining bottom-left, bottom-right, bottom and wide-bottom
into one relation. Similar to the experiments described previously, we calculate similarity to the training set documents, to quantify how well the generated documents capture the latent distribution from which the input is sampled
(i.e., the train set). Similarity score over Model-4 (0.136)
is slightly inferior to ours (0.145), indicating that the full
seven SREs model captures a better representation of the

4. Visualizing DocSim matching
We provide visualizations of semantic entity matching
between two documents based on the proposed document
similarity metric, DocSim. Specifically, we retrieve from
the generated set, the closest document to an input training
sample from the ICDAR2015 dataset. Figure 10 illustrates
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Figure 1. Training samples from US dataset. For each sample, we illustrate the input image (left) and the corresponding annotated
document-layout (right), marked in unique colors.
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latent space. In Figure 14, we demonstrate layouts obtained
using two different models. On the top, we demonstrate
layouts obtained using one generic encoder that considers
normalized absolute positions of the bounding boxes. As
illustrated in the figure, meaningful layouts cannot be generated using absolute positions. On the bottom, we demonstrate layouts obtained using Model-4, which contains only
four SREs and SRDs. As the figure illustrates, the results
are somewhat more plausible, however, they are not as rich
and realistic as the layouts generated using our design.
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Figure 2. Training samples from ICDAR2015 [1]. Labeled bounding boxes are marked in unique colors, on top of the corresponding
semi-transparent image.
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Figure 3. Different types of spatial encoder/decoder pairs used in learning document-layouts. The left child (or the reference box) is shown
with a thick black outline. Relative positions are calculated w.r.t. the left child in the binary hierarchy. Since we traverse a document from
left-to-right and top-to-bottom, we do not have to consider any kind of top spatial relation.

Figure 4. Generated layouts trained on the US dataset (a) before and (b) after post-processing. Color legend: title, paragraph, key-value
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Figure 5. Generated layouts trained on the US dataset (a) before and (b) after post-processing. Color legend: title, paragraph, key-value

Figure 6. Generated layouts trained on the US dataset (a) before and (b) after post-processing. Color legend: title, paragraph, key-value
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Figure 7. Generated layouts trained on ICDAR2015 [1] (a) before and (b) after post-processing. Color legend: title, Paragraph, footer,
page number, figure.

Figure 8. Generated layouts trained on ICDAR2015 [1] (a) before and (b) after post-processing. Color legend - title, Paragraph, footer,
page number, figure.
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Figure 9. Generated layouts trained on ICDAR2015 [1] (a) before and (b) after post-processing. Color legend: title, Paragraph, footer,
page number, figure.

Figure 10. An illustration of matching semantic entities between two documents - A reference document from ICDAR2015 set (left) and
its nearest neighbor from the generated set trained on ICDAR2015 (right). Orange-colored lines indicate which two semantic boxes have
been matched. For the sake of visualization, the documents have been magnified as presented.
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Figure 11. An experiment further demonstrating the diversity of the layouts generated using our approach compared to the probabilistic
approach in [2]. Above we show a few bounding box statistics (normalized center in the top row and normalized dimensions in the bottom
row) over the training dataset [1] (gray), the baseline probabilistic approach [2](red), and our learned approach (blue), illustrating that our
approach produces layouts that better capture the distribution of the real samples.
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Figure 12. Enriching the ICDAR2015 dataset with standard augmentations. In each row above corresponding to a different document in
the dataset, we illustrate six different augmented samples. As illustrated in the main text, unlike the samples obtained using our technique,
these standard augmentation techniques do not significantly boost detection and segmentation results.

Figure 13. Detection and segmentation results using Mask R-CNN on [1], with 5k probabilistic layouts (first three) and our learned layouts
(last three).
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Figure 14. Ablation analysis: Visualizations of generated document-layouts trained on ICDAR2015 dataset (a) using absolute positions
or (b) using only four encoders (Model-4).
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